
Poses to Help Your Baby Sleep Longer, Digest
Better, and Grow Stronger

As a new parent, you want to do everything you can to help your baby
thrive. This includes ensuring they get a good night's sleep, digest their
food properly, and grow strong and healthy. Certain poses can help you
achieve all of these goals.
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The Best Poses for Baby Sleep

The side-lying position is one of the best poses for baby sleep. This
position helps to keep your baby's airway open and reduces the risk of
SIDS. To put your baby in the side-lying position, simply lay them on their
side with their head supported by a pillow. You can also use a rolled-up
blanket to support their back.

The curled-up position is another good pose for baby sleep. This position
helps to create a sense of security and comfort for your baby. To put your
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baby in the curled-up position, simply wrap them up in a blanket and place
them on their side. You can also use a pillow to support their head.

The Best Poses for Baby Digestion

The tummy-down position is the best pose for baby digestion. This position
helps to put pressure on your baby's tummy, which can help to relieve gas
and constipation. To put your baby in the tummy-down position, simply lay
them on their tummy with their head turned to one side. You can also place
a rolled-up blanket under their chest to help support them.

The gas-passing position is another good pose for baby digestion. This
position helps to release gas from your baby's tummy. To put your baby in
the gas-passing position, simply hold them upright with their tummy against
your shoulder. You can also gently rub their back to help them pass gas.

The Best Poses for Baby Growth

The Superman pose is the best pose for baby growth. This pose helps to
strengthen your baby's back, neck, and arms. To put your baby in the
Superman pose, simply lay them on their tummy and lift their arms and legs
up off the ground. You can also hold them upside down by their ankles and
gently swing them back and forth.

The airplane pose is another good pose for baby growth. This pose helps
to strengthen your baby's legs and core. To put your baby in the airplane
pose, simply hold them upright with their tummy against your forearm. You
can then gently bounce them up and down.

These are just a few of the many poses that can help your baby sleep
longer, digest better, and grow stronger. By incorporating these poses into



your baby's routine, you can help them thrive and reach their full potential.

As always, be sure to talk to your doctor before starting any new exercises
or poses with your baby.
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The Essential Guide to Angler Quick Reference:
Your Comprehensive Pocket Companion to
Fishing Success
Embark on an unforgettable fishing adventure with Angler Quick
Reference, your indispensable pocket-sized guide to angling success.
This comprehensive companion...
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The Lupatus Stone: A Wicked Conjuring
The Lupatus Stone is a powerful artifact that has been used for centuries
to perform dark and sinister rituals. It is said to be the key to unlocking...
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